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2.1

Main points
The main points to be covered in this unit are:

1. Constituency (in orthography, phonology, and grammar)
2. Maximal vs minimal bracketing
3. SVO vs SPO; SPO vs SPC; CD.O., CI.O., CS; SFPCA
4. Differing analyses (people come in after by)
5. Subject, Actor, Theme (by the fourth I was...)
6. Full definitions of system network conventions, realization operators, and other notational conven-

tions
7. Phonology and grammar compared: rank scale, rankshift, unit complexes 2.2

1 Constituency
Constituency in writing
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IFG2, p3 2.3

Constituency in speech

IFG2, p14 2.4

Constituency in grammar

IFG2, p19 2.5
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2 Minimal bracketing
Functional grammar: fewer nodes, more branches per node (1)

IFG2, p21 2.6

Functional grammar: fewer nodes, more branches per node (2)

IFG2, p22 2.7

Functional grammar: ‘ranked’ constituents
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IFG2, p24 2.8

3 Labeling parts of clauses
Labeling parts of clauses: SVO vs. SPO

• Whenclassifying languages, linguists talk about “SVO” languages, with the typical order subject, verb,

object:

clause
Subject Verb Object

↓ ↓ ↓
nominal group verbal group nominal group

↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
determiner noun verb noun

those cats eat bats
• In functional grammar, we distinguish between the function a unit has, and the type of unit that has

that function:

clause
Subject Predicator “Object”

↓ ↓ ↓
nominal group verbal group nominal group

↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
determiner noun verb noun

those cats eat bats
2.9

Labeling parts of clauses: Object vs. Complement
• The Subject can be fully defined in terms of the interpersonal function of language alone (clause-as-
exchange): Cats eat bats, don’t they? (‘being the Subject means being responsible for the success of
the interpersonal exchange, and therefore being repeated in the tag if necessary’)

• The label ‘Object’ combines information from two separate functions: the interpersonal (“this is a
Complement—it is not actually the Subject, but it could potentially be, e.g. in the passive”) and the
experiential (in the clause-as-representation, the Goal, the thing that is “impacted” by the action):
interpersonal: Subj Pred Complement
experiential: Actor Process Goal

cats eat bats
“Object”

• If necessary, subscripts can be added to distinguish different types of Complements—“Direct Ob-
ject”, “Indirect Object”, and “Subject Complement”: CDO (cats eat bats), CIO (my cat gave me a bat),
CS (the bat was a present),

2.10

Labeling parts of clauses: SFPCA
• The finite auxiliary verbhas adirect and important function in the structureof the clause-as-exchange,
so we label it Finite (abbreviated as F if necessary):
Subject Finite Predicator Complement
our cats don’t eat bats

• Anything else, apart from Finite and Predicator, which is not actually the Subject, and is not a po-
tential Subject (i.e. a Complement), is labelled as Adjunct:

S F P C A
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Adjunct
our cats don’t eat bats in winter

2.11
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4 Differing analyses
Differing analyses in different functional dimensions

• If you had just joined the queue at the box office of a cinema, you might turn around after a few
minutes and notice a lot of people behind you. If you felt a bit crowded, you might say:
all these people have come in after us

S F P A A
Actor Process (!) Goal (!)

A childmight even say: “Look at all these people we’ve been come in after by!”, thus proving that, for
the child, the people are not just ‘doing something’, but ‘doing something to’ him. 2.12

5 Subject, Actor, Theme
Subject, Actor, Theme

These three different types of “subject” from traditional grammar can be renamed as follows:

IFG2, pp32-33 2.13

A narrative with different configurations of Subject, Actor and Theme
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IFG2, p34 2.14

Meaning of Theme, Subject and Actor

IFG2, p34 2.15

Metafunctions and their reflexes in the grammar

IFG2, p36 2.16

6 Notational conventions
Notational conventions (1)

IFG4, p ix 2.17
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Notational conventions (2)

IFG4, p x 2.18

Notational conventions

IFG4, p x 2.19
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7 Grammar vs phonology
7.1 Rank scale of units
Rank scale of units

GRAMMATICAL PHONOLOGICAL
STRATUM STRATUM

clause tone group
| |

group/phrase |
| foot

word |
| syllable

morpheme |
phoneme

1. On each stratum there are four ranks of unit.
2. In the unmarked case, one tone group corresponds to one clause.
3. The central unit on each stratum is shown by bold italics.

2.20

7.2 Rankshift (embedding)
Rankshift (embedding)

1. Rankshift involves a unit from a higher rank functioning as (part or all of) a unit at a lower rank.
2. There is no rankshift on the phonological stratum; e.g. a tone group is never embedded in a foot.
3. Here are two examples of grammatical rankshift:

|| they | sipped | the cocktails [[ that Daniel had mixed ]] ||

The ‘defining’ or ‘restrictive’ relative clause that Daniel had mixed functions as a post-modifier of the noun cocktails in the nominal group the
cocktails that Daniel had mixed, which functions as the ‘direct object’ of the sipped.

|| [[ that they were sipping cocktails at midnight ]] | shocked |me ||

The that-clause that they were sipping cocktails at midnight functions as the subject of shocked.

|| = clause boundary, | = group/phrase boundary, [[ ]] = rankshifted clause.
2.21

7.3 Unit complexes
Unit complexes

GRAMMATICAL STRATUM PHONOLOGICAL STRATUM
clause tone group

clause — complex tone group — complex
| |
| group/phrase |

group/phrase — complex |
| |
| word foot

word — complex |
| |
| morpheme syllable

morpheme — complex |
| |

phoneme

1. On the grammatical stratum, two or more units of the same rank can be arranged in a linear struc-
ture, forming a complex unit at that rank (e.g.: “He’s a cook and she’s a doctor.”)

2. On the phonological stratum, formation of complex units is possible with units of the highest rank.
2.22
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